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Why Intermediate Bioenergy Carriers – IBCs ?

• Biomass is bulky and difficult to handle. 

• Converting it into intermediary products like 
Pyrolysis Oil, Torrefied Biomass & Microbial Oil 
increases the energy density and makes it easier 
to transport, store and use.

General objective 

• To facilitate the further introduction of 
intermediate bioenergy carriers by developing 
feedstock mobilisation strategies, improved 
logistics and IBC trade centres.
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RATIONALE & 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE



INTERMEDIATE BIOENERGY CARRIERS
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Pyrolysis oil Torrefied biomass Microbial oil

Obtained by fast heating of 
biomass in the absence of 

oxygen, resulting in a liquid 
IBC.

Obtained by slow heating 
of biomass in the absence 

of oxygen, resulting in a 
solid IBC.

Obtained by fermentation 
of lignocellulosic-derived 

sugars from biomass, 
resulting in a liquid IBC.



Biomass 
feedstocks 

with diverse 
characteristics

Lack of 
cooperation 

with local 
producers

Difficulties in 
biomass 

contractualizat
ion

Seasonal 
variability

Inability to 
utilize the full 
potential of 

local biomass 
capacities

➢Operates an extensive district heating network – 2,000 public and residential 
buildings – 3,000 to 5,000 consumers.

➢From 2005 until 2020 – heat capacity from Amyntaio CHP plant at 7€/MWh.
➢Implemented a 30 MWth biomass/lignite co-firing district heating plant.
➢Current fuel-mix (50%-50% energy ratio).

➢Wood-chips (20 €/MWh)
➢Lignite (13€/MWh)

➢Produced heat selling price rose from 41,3 €/MWh (2019) to 56,8 €/MWh (2021).

Quantities/Properties 
→ Insecurity of supply

Unstable pricesUnexploited quantities
Difficulties in 

handling/firing
Need for organizing 

biomass mobilization 
by involving local 

stakeholders

GREEK CASE STUDY: USE OF TORREFIED BIOMASS IN 
DISTRICT HEATING PLANT



Theoretic biomass potential in West Macedonia

Grevena region:
Total biomass:~ 91,000 t dm/y 
mainly straw

Kozani region:
Total biomass:~ 225,000 t dm/y
• 203,000 t dm/y cereals (of 

which 50,000 t dm/y is corn 
residues)

• 8,000 t dm/y pruning 
(vineyards, fruit trees)

Florina region:
Total biomass:~ 120,000 t dm/y
• 104,000 t dm/y cereals (of which 55,600 t dm/y is 

corn residues)
• 11,000 t dm/y pruning (vineyards, fruit trees)

Kastoria region:
Total biomass:~ 47,000 t dm/y
• 41,000 t dm/y mainly straw
• 4,000 t dm/y pruning
• 1,800 t dm/y firewood



Biomass availability

Biomass availability year around

Months 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Straw

Corn and sunflower residues

Pruning

Forest residues

Residues from forest industries

 Availability of biomass near the district heating plant is significant, including mainly corn stalks
and cobs and tree pruning, still not exploited due to challenging logistics.



BIOMASS MOBILIZATION

Straw/ corn 
residues/pruning

Amyntaio 
Power plant

Residues transferred in 
the torrefaction unit

DΕΤΕPΑ 30 MWth
Amyntaion DH plant 

or

Torrefaction unit

Residues  transferred directly 
to the district heating plant



Music-mygis model
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Objective: A GIS application to help the user select the fields where the biomass will be collected, places to be 
stored/torrefied and sold and calculate the related logistics costs. 

MODEL PARAMETERS
⚫ Selling point: the final destination of the biomass (client).
⚫ Transportation vehicle, which will transport the biomass from

the storage point to the selling point. Each vehicle type takes
into consideration:
− Capacity (volume)
− Maximum payload (weight)
− Biomass packaging type (e.g.. Big bags, rectangular

bales, etc.)
− Transportation cost (Fuel/oil consumption and costs,

service costs etc.)
− Time and cost to load/unload

⚫ Storage point: is the collection point of all biomass before it is
transported to the client.

⚫ Collection vehicle, which will transport the biomass from the
collection points to the storage point. It has similar
functionality to the transportation vehicle.

⚫ Crops: Crop residues (maize, vineyards, pome fruits, stone
fruits and other tree species).
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Selection of crops and vehicles
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2ND STEP
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The model output consists of the total biomass
transportation cost (as a sum of fixed, working, fuel and
service cost), and the total distance, routes and time for the
specific collection-storage-sale supply chain.
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Binter app
An interactive platform for mobilising feedstock towards IBC production for facilitating regional biomass trade

A smart phone app tool called ‘binter’, through which farmers/bio-feedstock producers advertise their available
biomass by auto-matically uploading it in data bases so that IBC plants can then organize the feedstock logistics
towards collection of the desired types of biomass.

Networking event at DBFZ in Leipzig, 30.05.-01.06.2022, Day 3 | MUSIC - internal consortium meeting
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Farmer
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Collector/transporter

End user



Binter app- online environmental data 
and Green certificate tool 

Binter app was expanded to include a simplified estimation of potential
emissions reductions. An online environmental data and green certificate tool is
developed by CERTH, based on RED II methodology and principles, SimaPro
v9.1 software and literature data.

Thus Binter app determines:

➢ biomass quantities in tonnes,

➢moisture con-tent in % wet based,

➢ energy content in MJ/kg and,

➢ distance from the DETEPA district heating plant in km,

➢ the total GHG from the use of each biomass type,

(in g CO2 eq/MJ of produced heat)

➢ and the GHG emissions savings in %.
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CONCLUSIONS
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➢ Torrefaction can homogenize biomass feedstocks with diverse characteristics → standardization → contractualization.

➢ The MUSIC-MyGIS model 

➢ is a GIS application that contains cartographic backgrounds, administrative layers, road network, storage and 
selling points, land use maps and data bases with data on crop types, yields and energy potentials, biomass 
forms and transport means. Data are used in algorithms, so that the interested party can calculate not only the 
final cost, but also the costs of the intermediate phases, until the final delivery to the end user.

➢ Logistics are processed in two stages: Field → storage/torrefaction unit → end user.

➢ Total routes, distances, and times as well as total costs, costs per ton and per MJ for each stage are calculated.

➢ The binter app

➢ A smart phone app tool to support the market development from mobilisation of feedstock towards IBC 
production and use. 

➢ Farmers/biomass producers advertise their available biomass by automatically uploading it in a data bases that 
IBC plants can then organize the feedstock logistics towards collection of the desired types of biomass.

➢ Photographs of the available biomass together with the geographic, quantity estimate and possible other rel-
evant data are upload on the platform, so that IBC producers can organise efficient collection. 

➢ Synergies – farmers, transporters, end-users → Mobilization of unexploited quantities → Security of supply.
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